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Summary:
Purpose:

Introduction to the 2.5/3.5” JK Game Changer Suspension, Fox & ARB
shock editions

Products Referenced:

Metalcloak 2.5/3.5” JK Game Changer Suspension Fox & ARB shock
editions

Ease of Installation:
Point of Contact:
Website:
Location:
Phone:

Completely Bolt-On. Can be installed in garage.
Scott Becker, Director of Marketing & Media, 916-631-8071
www.Metalcloak.com
3290 Monier Circle, Suite 100, Rancho Cordova, CA 95742
916-631-8071

MetalCloak’s Shocking Choice
for the Jeep Wrangler JK Suspension Market
MetalCloak’s 3.5” Suspension System for the (’07 – ’15) Jeep JK Wrangler. Dubbed the “Game
Changer”, is no ordinary suspension system. Based on a 50/50 balance of up and down travel,
the bolt-on Mid-Arm kit provides amazing performance. With your choice of either ARB-Old
Man Emu twin-tube shocks or the BDS tuned FOX 2.0 Monotubes; these great shock options do
not offer as much travel as the Ultra Long travel compact 6Pak shocks however they do offer a
great value along with fantastic performance for a standard type shock. Suspension highlights
are MetalCloak’s True Dual Rate Coils that are designed to stay in the bucket at full extension with the
help of the upper light rate, while providing a super stable platform on the linear road rate when at ride
height. Front and rear selectable height bump stops, solid chromoly front and rear track bars, and then

there’s the Duroflex™ Joints, the first vibration dampening, high-misalignment (up to 34O) joint
that puts an unprecedented smooth touch on ride quality. Together the Game Changer ARB-Old
Man Emu or Fox shock edition systems give the JK Owner a more affordable, great performing
solution for a suspension that can wheel any terrain, pre-run dessert washes, smooth out the
worst blacktop, while handling the corners with near sports car performance. “MetalCloak…
It’s your Jeep Only Better.” Information: MetalCloak, 916-631-8071, www.MetalCloak.com
Click Here for More Information
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